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About This Game

Lost Letters (of Seraphina) follows the journey of a young woman named Elle, a scavenger of electronics, through a post-
internet world,

taking place in the township of Seraphina. As she explores each environment, she uncovers more about the history of Seraphina.

How to Play:: Use the WASD or arrow keys to move, click and drag with a mouse to navigate each level and interact with the
environment, to find the Lost Letters of Seraphina and uncover it's secrets.. Elle's dream journal will be unlocked and able to be

discovered after you collect each level's letters.

Explore as much or as little as you like, or just watch the world pass by as you listen to the original soundtrack produced and
written by LUXI with additional instruments by Todd Umhoefer, Shawn Stephany, and Amelinda Burch. Mixed and Mastered

by Todd Rittmann.

Visual artists featured in the game include: LUXI, Pictureplane aka Travis Egedy, Shawn Stephany, Anna Alicia Rodriguez, and
Nicole Lilyquist.

This interactive experience was created from 2016-2018 alongside an independent indie pop album written and produced by
LUXI.

The 7 song original soundtrack is included in the "Content" folder with the download of the game in the form of mp3s, with the
following track listing::
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LVL1-- 1. Miss You (3:34)
LVL2-- 2. Internet Witch (3:25)
LVL3-- 3. Patterns Apart (3:24)

LVL4-- 4. Fly Away (3:14)
LVL5-- 5. Stars Come Out (3:28)

LVL6-- 6. Slow (3:08)
LVL7-- 7. Luv U Hate U (3:23)

The approximate length of game play is 24 minutes, although you may want to play more than once to discover all the secrets of
Seraphina. Note:: there are no "pause" or "save" features in this game, it was meant to be experienced as a whole in one sitting.
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Title: Lost Letters (of Seraphina)
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Wicked Alley, LUXI
Publisher:
Wicked Alley
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Core-i7 or an equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or equivalent with 4GBs of VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: This game might run on OS with lower specifications but the performance could be affected.

English
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A really short game, I love the music and design.
Very relaxing.
I don't know what to think about the story. I was more into the music.

But in relation to the play time 6,59 \u20ac seems a little bit too much.. I feel rushed to find the letters to the point i can't even
read them. I feel timed by the song because i found out by the first level that if you don't find all the letters by the end of the
song then you don't find them at all. i then found myself search the level for all the things i could click instead of enjoying the
letters and the music.. A really short game, I love the music and design.
Very relaxing.
I don't know what to think about the story. I was more into the music.

But in relation to the play time 6,59 \u20ac seems a little bit too much.. I feel rushed to find the letters to the point i can't even
read them. I feel timed by the song because i found out by the first level that if you don't find all the letters by the end of the
song then you don't find them at all. i then found myself search the level for all the things i could click instead of enjoying the
letters and the music.
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